Weekly Newsletter
15th December 2017
Improving Attendance
Target attendance
This week’s attendance

95%
90%

W.E 8th December attendance 91%
Attendance from Sept

92%

Christmas Performances
Thank you to all of the parents and carers who have attended the Christmas performances
this week, I think you’ll agree that the pupils were absolutely fantastic. A huge thank you to all
of the staff for their hard work during this busy time of year and also to Maxine Waith and
Shirley Dann for their help with signing and digital media for the shows. Still to perform are
Rowan O, B & C on Wednesday 20th December at 9.30 AM.
Just a reminder – your child / children will be expected to remain in school after the shows
and go home at the normal time. Parents and carers are kindly asked not to go back to class
after the show but of course it is fine to say hello in the hall.

Autism Accreditation
As you are aware we have had 2 assessors in school this week looking at our practise in
meeting the needs of those pupils with Autism is order to gain the Autism Accreditation
status. The staff and pupils have been their usual brilliant selves and demonstrated that we
are highly skilled in meeting the needs of all pupils and therefore we hope we get a positive
outcome. A big thank you to those parents and carers who took part in interviews with the
assessors, your input is so valuable!

Labelling clothes
Please can we ask all parents and carers to label pupils clothes with their names as recently
items have been mixed up and have gone home with the wrong pupils, thank you.

Christmas Dinner
Pupils and staff enjoyed a wonderful Christmas dinner today prepared by our fantastic kitchen
staff Kath and Charlotte. We all had fun pulling crackers and listening to Christmas songs in
the hall.

Breakfast with Santa and Christmas Jumper Day
Just a reminder that on Thursday 21st December we will be having Breakfast with Santa and
therefore pupils are welcome to wear their pajamas to school on that day, also on Friday 22nd
December we are having our Christmas Jumper day, pupils are invited to wear either a
Christmas Jumper or party clothes.

Dates for your diary:

Friday 22nd December

Christmas Jumper Day

Friday 22nd December

School closes for Christmas

Monday 8th January

School re-opens for Spring Term

th

Friday 19 January 2018
Monday 16th April 2018

Staff INSET day (School Closed)
Staff INSET day (School Closed)

Brilliant
Behaviour Berry

A leaf for being kind and
helpful

A leaf for superb
work

Early Learners

Nkwanyuo Evaristus

Noah Brooks

Isaac Blackshaw

For…………

Playing with peers.

Answering questions.

1L

Owain Molyneux

Harrison Kirrane

Class Group

For…………
1W

Fantastic waiting and
joining in with the play

communicate
Thomas Edwards
Taking part in the play

Being a lovely class helper

and being fantastic at
his part

Riley Palethorpe

William Hitchen

Sharing books with a friend.

Counting and making
patterns in maths

Adem Duksal

Katie Grundy

Lewis Holland

Excellent physical activity

Always waiting patiently and

Decorating our tree and

and behaviour

helping tidy up in class

the one on purple mash

Rowan C

Jack Gregory

Darryl Wilcock

Peter Grimshaw

For…………

Having a fantastic week

Trying to interact with

Fantastic independent

friends

work

Rowan O

Sophia Nuttall

Lucas Walker

Daniel Ottiwell

For…………

Fab behaviour

Tidying up

Fantastic speaking

2G

George Ward

Lewis MacDonald

Ceiran Marsh

For…………
Rowan B
For…………

For…………

Violet Martindale

Using his iPad to

Excellent behaviour this
week!

Awesome behaviour in the
play

2R

Jack Wilson

For…………

Great over all behaviour

2H
For…………
2O
For…………
2W
For…..

Helping friends in the play

Working hard to
participate in our play

Joshua Pedley

All of 2R

Stepping in for a friend at

Excellent Christmas

the Christmas play

Play

Jacob Hope

Luke Whalley

Callum Prescott

Fantastic behaviour and

Thinking about kind and

being so grown up

helpful comments

Abbie Oakes

Aimee-Nicole Roe

Lewis Corfield

For good sharing

Fantastic speaking

Lorenzo Udegbue

Eniola Olayiwola

Helping to tidy up at

Fantastic letter to

playtime

Santa

Excellent behaviour as
always
Finley McDonald
Being a superstar all week

Singing and signing in
the Christmas
performance

